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Abstract: The expanding enthusiasm for gathering and distributing a lot of people information open for various 

purposes to research, showcase examination and practical measures have made significant security worries about 

people delicate data. Privacy-preservation data publishing has received lot of thoughtfulness, as it is always a 

problem of how to protect database of high dimension. We propose a structural importance aware approach to 

quantify the vulnerability/de-anonymizability of graph data to structure-based De-Anonymization (DA) attacks. We 

quantify both the seed-based and the seed-free Relative De-anonymizability (RD) of graph data for both perfect DA  

and partial DA under a general data model trust evaluation mechanisms among different entities in human society 

are fitted and the multi-granularity selection standard of trust levels based on Gaussian cloud transformation is 

constructed. They are non-sensitive data and sensitive data. Coming to banking details, the bank‟s database consists 

of large dataset regarding customers of the bank and their transactional details which are treated as most sensitive 

data. Quasi Identifier esteems which results to the homogeneity assault and membership disclosure assault. So to 

keep this information assaults this paper proposes new strategy which saves the security many client's information 

through randomizing the client's information based on Quasi-Identifier. Finally the trusted cloud service selection 

algorithm based on two-step fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is proposed and experimentally validated. 

Index Terms: : Anonymization, Regression, K-Anonymity, M-Diversity, social networks, quantification, 

evaluation. Generalization, Bucketization, Tuples, Data Publishing. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Privacy preserving data mining method of protecting 

the privacy of data without sacrificing the utility of 

data in this present world of internet people have 

become well aware that they should not share their 

personal data and sensitive information [1]. Data 

anonymization technique for privacy-preserving data 

publishing has received a lot of attention detailed 

data contains information about a person a household 

or an association. Most popular anonymization 

techniques are Generalization and Bucketization [2]. 

In contrast, social data increasingly contain the 

privacy information of users [3].  To protect users’ 

privacy, the data owners usually anonymize their data 

before sharing, transferring, and publishing it. 

Generally, data anonymization techniques can be 

placed into four classes: naive ID removal, k-

anonymization differential privacy and other 

techniques [4]. One of the most notable 

characteristics of graph data is that the data items are 

structurally correlated with each other in addition to 

the semantic information they carried  user of a social 

network is correlated with other users in the network 

in addition to the profile information associated with 

him [5]. On one hand the correlations carried by 

graph data make the data useful for comprehensive 

analysis and meaningful applications [6]. The trust 

crisis caused by security problems of cloud services 

is still one of the important factors of restricting the 

wide applications of cloud services. Many 

researchers tried to introduce the trust mechanism 

into the cloud service selection process and achieved 

remarkable results [7]. Data mining techniques like 

k-means clustering can be applied to get the best 

investments based on customer’s profile. Privacy is 

the biggest challenge in banking [8]. The privacy 

depends upon not revealing customer information to 

the third party. They don't uncover the data about 

their clients unless certain conditions are fulfilled [9]. 

 
Fig. 1. A DA attack. 

2. RELATED WORK  

\Area information is utilized to discover better 

business manages effectively be created with a 

control based misrepresentation recognition and 

aversion framework for keeping money applications  

likewise be utilized as an elective verification metric 

notwithstanding secret key security token and 

biometric measures to  strategies can be utilized for 

displaying false occasions [10]. To facilitate cloud 

service users to select trusted services, many 

approaches is proposed for cloud service ranking and 

selection in recent years. The proposed methods are 

based on two theories: the multi-criteria decision 
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theory and the combinatorial optimization theory 

[11]. The proposed both active and passive DA 

attacks to graph data based on sub graph pattern 

matching is proposed the first scalable and robust 

two-phase DA attack in  the first phase is used for 

seed identification and the second phase is for DA 

propagation [12].  We implement a large-scale 

evaluation of the perfect and partial de-

anonymizability of 24 real-world social networks. In 

our evaluation, we show the conditions for perfectly 

and partially de-anonymizing a social network a 

social network is according to its topological 

properties, and how many users of a social network 

can be successfully [13]. The decentralized and 

stateless design of the Internet is particularly suitable 

for anonymous behavior to ensure privacy they 

should not be used as the sole means for ensuring 

privacy as they also allow for harmful activities, such 

as spamming, slander, and harmful attacks without 

fear of reprisal [14]. We present a new class of 

statistical de-anonymization attacks against high-

dimensional micro-data, such as individual 

preferences, recommendations, transaction records 

and so on. Our techniques are robust to perturbation 

in the data and tolerate some mistakes in the 

adversary's background knowledge [15]. 

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The systems architect establishes the basic structure 

of the system is  propose a AES Algorithm and we 

can put a small part of data in local machine and fog 

server in order to protect the privacy based on 

computational intelligence this algorithm can 

compute the distribution proportion stored in cloud 

fog, and local machine, respectively [16]. We 

introduce the system model and related assumptions 

and definitions. For the sake of readability, we have 

summarized the frequently used acronyms and 

symbols [17]. We implement a large-scale evaluation 

of the perfect and partial de-anonymizability of 24 

real-world social networks. The method aims to 

extract multiple normal could from the user 

experience data approximately following normal 

distributions as multi-granularity selection standard 

of trust level[18]. 

 
Fig. 2 System Model. 

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Highlight Selection By the quick expanding of data 

innovation the part of the system administration and 

system activity assumes indispensable part. We 

concentrated on interruption recognition framework 

by choosing the valuable highlights by dispensing 

with the excess highlights [19]. A significant number 

of the highlights have little significance amid the 

location procedure and these impacts computational 

proficiency amid testing and preparing the 

informational index. For a predetermined assault 

compose, the element with the most astounding IM is 

dealt with as the most pertinent component and 

which assume a key part in deciding the assault class. 

Service Measurement Index (SMI) framework 

designed by Cloud Services Measurement Initiative 

Consortium in the left part, different attributes of the 

cloud service are normalized and the corresponding 

attribute cloud matrix based on the cloud model 

theory is generated [20]. 
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Figure 3. Three numerical characteristics of the cloud 

model. 

5. SLICING ALGORITHMS  

Slicing first partitions attributes into columns. Each 

column contains a subset of attributes. This vertically 

partitions the table. Slicing also partition tuples into 

buckets. Each bucket contains a subset of tuples [21].  

1.  Attribute Partition and Columns:  An attribute 

partition consists of several subsets of A, such that 

each attribute belongs to exactly one subset. Each 

subset of S attributes is called a column. Specifically, 

let there be columnsC1, C2. . . Cc, then and for any 

1≤ i1 ≠ i 2 ≤ c, C i1 ∩ Ci2 = For simplicity of 

discussion, consider only one sensitive attribute S. 

2. Measures of Correlation:  Two widely used 

measures of association are Pearson correlation 

coefficient [5] and mean square contingency 

coefficient [5]. Pearson correlation coefficient is used 

for measuring correlations between two continuous 

attributes while mean-square contingency coefficient 

is a chi-square measure of correlation between two 

categorical attributes. 

3.  Column Generalization: In the second phase, 

tuples are generalized to satisfy some minimal 

frequency requirement. We want to point out that 

column generalization is not an indispensable phase 

in our algorithm bucketization provides the same 

level of privacy protection as generalization with 

respect to attribute disclosure [22]. 

4. Tuple Partitioning: In the tuple partitioning 

phase, tuples are partitioned into buckets, no 

generalization is applied to the tuples gives the 

description of the tuple-partition algorithm. The 

algorithm maintains two data structures:  

1) a queue of buckets Q 

2) a set of sliced buckets SB.  

Initially, Q contains only one bucket which includes 

all tuples and SB is empty. For each the algorithm 

removes a bucket from Q and splits the bucket into 

two buckets. 

A. Algorithm tuple-partition (T, l )  

1. Q = {T}; SB = .  

2. while Q is not empty  

3. Remove the first Bucket B from Q; Q= Q -{B}.  

4. Split B into two Buckets B1 and B2, as in 

Mondrian.  

5. if diversity-check (T,Q {B1,B2} SB, l)  

6. Q= Q {B1,B2}.  

7. else SB= SB {B}.  

8. return SB. 

B. M- DIVERSITY ALGORITHM 

M-diversity is an efficient privacy technique that can 

be easily implemented. A class is said to be M- 

diversified if and only if there consists of „m‟ 

different values for the sensitive information in the 

dataset. As this technique supports property frequent 

data mining algorithms is analyze the sensitive data 

[23].   

M-diversity algorithm:  

Step1. Read the input file  

Step2. Identify clusters in the dataset(based upon 

Non-sensitive data)  

Step3. Identify ranges of Quasi-Identifier (QI) value 

Step 4. Let „S‟ be a sensitive attribute in the dataset 

and check the ranges  

Step5. If „S‟ are same in a group then rearrange the 

QI value ranges  

Step6. Apply step-5 until sensitive attributes in a 

group are diversified. 

6.  EXPERIMENT RESULT  

Obviously this system satisfies the main objective 

goal of its design that is to provide people with more 

security and privacy techniques related to online 

examination system.  In future enhancements, this 

system provides file and secret key Stored in 

different Schemas. Privacy Preservation for high 

dimensional database is important. There are two 

popular data anonymization technique Generalization 

and Bucketization. These techniques are designed for 

privacy preserving micro data publishing. Our 

Proposed work includes a slicing technique which is 

better than generalization and bucketization for the 

high dimension data sets.  The proposed algorithm 
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gives the same cloud services with the maximum and 

minimum trustworthiness. The two algorithms are 

different in local ranking results because the 

proposed algorithm can measure QoS attributes of 

cloud services accurately, depict the fuzziness and 

inaccuracy of user preference precisely, and provide 

users with more accurate decision-making basis. 

 
Fig. 4. Comparisons with state-of-the-art techniques. 

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

We study the structural importance-aware RD 

quantification problem for graph data. Specifically, 

we quantify both the seed-based and the seed-free 

RD of anonymized graph data for both perfect and 

partial de-anonymizaiton under a general graph 

model. In this paper the algorithm of multi-

granularity standard trust cloud is proposed as the 

basis of judging the trust level of cloud services and 

the novel cloud service selection algorithm based on 

normal cloud model is given. we extend our 

quantification to general scenarios, where a social 

network can follow an arbitrary network. Third, 

based on our quantification, we conduct a large-scale 

evaluation of the de-anonymizability. Our 

comparison proves that slicing is better than 

generalization and Bucketization. In comparison it 

has been shown that, for high dimension data 

generalization loses considerable amount of 

information. In the future, we will establish an 

internet-based service sharing platform to gather the 

real service selection and usage data in different 

periods of time and design the self-adaptive 

computing model of describing the vagueness, 

inaccuracy and incompleteness of user preferences. 
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